
MORNING ROUTINE

Ultra Gentle Face Wash

Mandelic Serum 6-8 drops EVERY OTHER DAY 
(use more if you have acne on your entire back vs just the top)

Balancing Moisturizer (if needed)

Note: You may need help applying product to your back 
since reaching some of those areas can be difficult.
(You can also check online for applicators)

EVENING ROUTINE

Ultra Gentle Face Wash

Hydrating Gel

10% Acne Gel (QUARTER SIZE AMOUNT OR MORE)

Application is simple. Apply the products to the entire 
back/chest where you are having breakouts, NO SPOT 
TREATING. Make sure to massage products until they are 
completely absorbed.

Thank you for joining our Virtual Clear Skin Program! We are thrilled you have 
chosen us to help you improve your skin! 

Be sure you watch the Consultation Video and download the Clear Skin Booklet 
before beginning to learn about all of the acne triggers and how to best avoid new 
breakouts.

Here are your instructions for how to use your products for your first two weeks. 
I recommend printing this page and taping it to your mirror so you know exactly 
what to do each day.

WEEK 1 & 2 NOTES

• Benzoyl Peroxide (Acne Gel) bleaches colors. You will want to wear a white 
t-shirt to bed to prevent the acne gel from getting on your sheets. We also 
recommend white sheets, pillowcases and towels.

• Acne on the body is slightly different than acne on the face. The acne starts 
the same, but the skin on the back is not nearly as sensitive as the skin on the 
face and can tolerate stronger products faster. We can be more also be more 
aggressive with products since dryness on the body can be hidden with clothing.

• Chest Acne needs to be treated in a specific way as well. If you are already 
using our products on your face, start with those products on your chest and 
follow the same regimen as your have with your face. If not, continue with these 
instructions on your chest and contact us via the support page if your skin gets 
irritated. We can adjust your regimen accordingly.

Be patient. This takes time and you may not see results right away. All of this work 
is cumulative. You will see a difference in the coming weeks. Take pictures in the 
same place with the same light every 2 weeks so that you can measure your 
success. We have found this to be very helpful with clients in the office.
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https://virtualclearskinprogram.com/virtual-clear-skin-support/
https://virtualclearskinprogram.com/virtual-clear-skin-support/
https://virtualclearskinprogram.com/contact/

